HOSPICE KLANG AND SRI EDEN

Painting and art appreciation are powerful instruments
and can help people manage stress, soothe anxieties and
find solace through a shared experience. Through art, we
hope to help people express what they have valued, live
in the moment, and, for those left behind, treasure
happy memories as they negotiate life without a spouse,
Artist Mimi Lee-Pat has generously donated her paintings to
this Art Sale for Charity
Mimi Lee-Pat was born in Kuala Lumpur in 1954. She has been painting and
exposed to art since she was 10 years old. Mimi is the granddaughter of the
famous Malaysia Chinese artist and calligrapher, Lee Kah Yeow. She pursued
art under him, and also under Chia Yu Chian and Phoon Poh Hoong.
Her grandfather in his lifetime held many exhibitions of his works for many
charities. Mimi seeks to live up to her grandfather’s legacy and to use art as
a gift to be shared.
Mimi’s medium comprises Chinese ink and water colors on rice paper. She brings
a Malaysian flavour with the infusion of colorful and vibrant batik fabric prints.
This Art for Charity exhibition will showcase her “Essence” Collection

View the Catalogue of Artwork for sale HERE (link)
Exhibition of Artwork at Hospice Klang (link) center
on May 29 & 30, 2021 (*10 am to 4pm)
All proceeds will go to these 2 Charity organisations.
*70% of each donation will be for Hospice Klang, and 30% for Sri Eden.
*Donatons to Hospice Klang are Tax Exempted

Hospice Klang works to provide hospice and palliative care
for cancer patients with advanced disease in the Klang district.
Sri Eden is set up to support and help children with diverse
learning difficulties in the Klang valley.
With your support , the work we do can continue!

Learn more about Hospice Klang (link) & Sri Eden (link)

Please help to make a difference in our community.
If you wish to buy a painting, please contact …

Ms. Ng Sor Ann
Tel contact: 011 12852787
Email: HpskgEden@gmail.com

